
Supernatural

INFINITY PAINT SEALANT APPLICATION - read before use

Thank you for purchasing Supernatural Infinity Paint Sealant. Please note that nano-
ceramic treatments are unlike many other products on the market, so these preparation

and application instructions must be read fully and carefully before use.

DESCRIPTION
Supernatural Infinity Paint Sealant is a nano-ceramic paint sealant that uses sol gel

technology to lay down a hard, clear quartz (silica) coating onto paint surfaces. It is
extremely hard wearing and durable, with outstanding longevity thanks to class-leading
adhesion (much of it afforded by the small particle size of the product). Note that nano-

ceramic products of this nature may be susceptible to water marks in certain
circumstances, and that the product has a strong and unpleasant smell.

PREPARATION
1. The paint must be as clean as possible. Supernatural Infinity Paint Sealant is not a

cleaning product. it is a prot~c::!1v~S9ating. ~ls_Q,oclecn surfoce, is needed for -_
successful bo-nding. A surface that is dirty in places will result in patchy coverage
of the product. ALL PREVIOUSLYAPPLIEDPRODUCTS(WAX/SEALANT) AND
OILS/GLAZESMUSTBEREMOVED FROM THEPAINTSURFACEBEFOREAPPLICATION,
OTHERWISELONGEVITY WILLBESERIOUSLYDIMINISHED.

2. Wash the car with a strong shampoo solution and rinse. Ideally, use a Traffic Film
Remover (TFR)or APC (All Purpose Cleaner) to decontaminate the paint. Use an
iron fallout-remover and clay to remove embedded contaminants.

3. Apply a solvent solution or dedicated tar remover (IPA, methylated spirits etc) to
the paint to ensure no products, grease or soap residue have been left behind.
Rinse with water.

4. Dry the surface. The nano-ceramic can only adhere to DRY surfaces, and water
should not come into contact with the product during curing or hardening.

APPLICATION
1. IMPORTANT! Check care and safety guidelines below, before application! Do not

inhale the product, or use in confined areas. Application is at the customer's risk.
If in doubt, ask a professional detailer to apply the product for you. No
responsibility can be accepted for paint damage caused by incorrect
application or for application of the coating to unsuitable surface types.

2. Supernatural Infinity is safe for use on many paints/clearcoats, but older 'solid'
non-clearcoated paints, those with UV damage or SMARTrepairs may be
unsuitable substrates. Always test the product on a small/inconspicuous area first.

3. Ensure the paint surface is cool and out of direct sunlight. Do not apply in freezing
conditions. The product may overcure or fail to cure totally in extreme conditions.

4. Open the container (do not inhale). Don safety/protective clothing (latex or vinyl
medical gloves, eye protection etc).



5. Using a soft microfibre cloth or applicator (avoid foams in case of solvent
reaction), apply the product to the paint THINLYto achieve an even coverage
ONE PANELAT A TIME.

6. Leave until 'almost dry' (typically between 2-5 minutes; humidity and cold
temperatures may increase curing time, hot ambient and panel temperatures
may decrease it).

7. Using the lint-free microsuede cloth supplied, buff the product until it is 'level' and
achieves a consistent shine with all 'bubbles' removed. Whilst the product may
look like it has disappeared after buffing, it will have coated the surface in a fine
nanoscopic quartz coating. If difficult to buff/remove, re-wet with fresh product
and re-buff thoroughly (the panel may feel 'sticky' during this process). Dispose of
the cloth afterwards to avoid quartz deposits marring paint surfaces in the future,

8. Do not allow the sealant to come into contact with water until the sealant has fully
cured. It is touch dry in a few minutes but initial curing takes approximately one
hour and ideally it should be kept dry and free from water spots for 24-72 hours
after application. Thisis important if you reside in a hard water area. Hard rinse
water is generally more dangerous than rain water due to limescale content.

9. If water spotting occurs, remove with a quick detail spray. If water spotting
remains, etching may have occurred and the nano-ceramic coating may need
removing from the paint through machine polishing/wet sanding, if the effect is
unsightly. Water spotting is more likely on older, softer finishes; if applying to a
cellulose painted surface, avoid water contact totally for the full 72 hours.

10. When cured, the coating will be unusually resistant to solvent, detergent and acid
attack - but avoid using TFRs,APes and any caustic (alkaline) cleaning product.

11. If micro-marring occurs on dark paints, this will invariably be in the nano-coating
itself. The effect may lessen as the coating fully cures over 72 hours. If the marring
remains noticeable, remove by machine polishing and cheek application/use a
more forgiving protection product (e.g. Supernatural Hybrid paste wax/sealant).

MAINTENANCE
1. Use a pH-neutral residue-free car shampoo (e.g. Dodo Juice Born to be Mild) to

wash the car. Regular washing may help prevent water mark and bird lime
etching from occuring.

2. Tar removers, quick detailers and clay will tend to leave the coating unaffected.
Avoid the use of TFRs,APCs and any caustic/alkaline cleaning product.

3. The coating should last up to 12-24+ months in normal conditions and with
reasonable maintenance. However, no specific performance guarantee is given.

CARE AND SAFETY
Store with the lid firmly on - locked away from children - in a cool, dry place. In an

emergency call an ambulance and show the paramedic the product and this sheet.

1. Do not ingest - if ingested, do not induce vomiting and seek medical attention
immediately.

2. Do not inhale - apply in a well ventilated area. If inhaled, move to fresh air. Seek
medical attention if breathing becomes irregular or fainting occurs.

3. Keep away from eyes - hold eyelid open and flush with water for 15 minutes.
Seek medical attention if required.

4. Skin irritation - may cause irritation to skin, use latex gloves during application.

If you have any questions or issueswith this product, please email
thedodo@dodojuice.com or call +44 (0)1279812687.


